The providence this nation must in actuality stand in the position of having fulfilled its providential responsibility. God has raised the Korean people to be the chosen people and given birth to the only begotten daughter. Two thousand years ago, through the people of Israel God gave birth to the only begotten son. However, when the chosen people cannot accomplish their responsibilities, a great Indemnity has to be paid.

For the first time in two thousand years, God has raised the Korean people and sent to them the only begotten daughter. And while the only begotten daughter is alive on earth, this people as a chosen people must fulfill its responsibilities, that is how Korea can become the true chosen people. Do you understand?

God must absolutely be victorious. Fallen humanity back to God through the grace of the holy blessing. So, while I am alive on earth, while the only begotten daughter True Mother is alive on earth, all of humanity must receive True Mother’s blessing and all the blessed families in all nations should become the chosen people. What will happen if the homeland of the providence fails in its responsibilities?

All Korean blessed families must fulfill your responsibilities! You must accomplish national restoration. Do you understand? You all saw the example of Sao Tome and Principe. The president of this nation must be able to walk the path of receiving the blessing. Please educate him so that without fail we should prepare such an environment. You don’t know, I might relocate to another country, the one that has the largest number...
of chosen people, of blessed families. I am saying this so you wake up!

That's why in this era of Cheon Il Guk, to firmly establish Cheon Il Guk, the Cheonwon Church of Cheon Won Gung will be a model. From now on, I will make sure that all the events proceed concretely with a clear tradition. So, both America and Japan should contribute, work together and advance with one system. That is my request to you.

So, the Cheonwon Church, in total unity with the Cheon Won Gung headquarters will march forward for the sake of national restoration and world restoration. It is standing in the central position to attend God. It will be the internal church. It is standing in the central position to attend God. It will be the internal church. Since all nations of the world have leaders, these political leaders need to properly rule and govern their nations; these leaders need to understand God’s will regarding good governance. Through the Cheonwon Church, they should be able to learn how to become leaders who love their nation and their people.

So what do you think we should do? We must expand the Cheonwon Complex, right? All important organizations in Korea, all the churches of Korea should unite as one with one purpose, and we must establish a model Cheonwon Church in the Cheonwon Complex. I ask you do your best to accomplish this objective.

Since you need to work in the field, you should alternate giving sermons in the Cheonwon Church. The Cheonwon Church in Cheonwon Gung will be unique and unprecedented. It will be the first church to testify about God, the Heavenly Parent, the True Parents of heaven earth and humankind and the only begotten daughter.

https://vimeo.com/371817903